Waste is a wealth in a wrong place. Our research focuses on analyzing possibilities for automatic waste sorting and collecting in such a way that helps it for further recycling process. Various approaches are being practiced managing waste but not efficient and require human intervention. The automatic waste segregation would fit in to fill the gap. The project tested well known Deep Learning Network architectures for waste classification with dataset combined from own endeavors and Trash Net. The convolutional neural network is used for image classification. The hardware built in the form of dustbin is used to segregate those wastes into different compartments. Without the human exercise in segregating those waste products, the study would save the precious time and would introduce the automation in the area of waste management. Municipal solid waste is a huge, renewable source of energy. The situation is win-win for both government, society and industrialists. Because of fine-tuning of the ResNet18 Network, the best validation accuracy was found to be 87.8%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the tremendous increase in population worldwide, the solid waste production has increased tremendously. Improper waste management has an adverse effect in economic, public health and the environment. The proper waste management of solid waste for any growing cities, towns has been a headache all around the world. Effective waste recycling is both economic and environmentally beneficial. It can help in recovering raw resource, preserving energy, mitigating greenhouse gaseous emission, water pollution, reducing new landfills, etc.
In developing country, Municipal Solid Waste recycling relies on household separation via scavengers and collectors who trade the recyclables for profits. In developed countries, communities are more involved in recycling program. Several techniques, such as mechanical sorting and chemical sorting, are available in developed countries for automatic waste sorting.
Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithm that uses multiple layer of data representation and feature extraction. Using convolution neural network [1] , a class of deep feed-forward artificial neural network has been applied successively to analyze the image. Thus, in waste segregation using deep learning involves acquiring images from camera with detection [2] , object recognition, prediction and [3] into categories as biodegradable and nonbiodegradable.
II. RELATED WORKS
There has been many theoretical projects and several experimental projects individually done by garbage companies as well. From the researches that have been done, the dataset is usually the problematic part in most of the cases. The need of a dataset that properly encompasses the problem set is of extreme importance. The recent developments in convolutional neural networks (CNN) has created an awesome environment for learning the features from images resulting in image classification, segmentation and detection [1] . Therefore, such way seems to be the best way to classify wastes on a whole. Awe et al. [2] propose an experimental project using a Faster R-CNN model to classify waste into three categories: paper, recycling, and landll that achieved a mean average precision of 68%. Thung and Yang [3] deployed support vector machine (SVM) and a convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify waste into six categories. It achieves an accuracy rate of 63% for SVM and 73% for CNN. Rad et al. [4] developed a GoogLeNet-based vision application to localize and classify urban wastes. The study claims to have an accuracy rate ranging from 63% to 77% for dierent waste types. Donovan [5] proposed to use Googles TensorFlow and camera capturing to automatically sort waste objects as compost and recyclable. However, as a conceptual project, there is no experimental result so far. Mittal et al. [6] designed a project to detect whether an image contains garbage or not where he employs the pretrained AlexNet model and achieves a mean accuracy of 87.69%. Mittals project aims at segmenting garbage in an image without providing functions of waste classication. An advanced computer vision approach to detect recyclability is main task of the work and dataset to experiment on novel approaches are obtained from a student work from Stanford University. The dataset from Stanford clearly marks itself out due to its distinct features and the preprocessing that has been done. The dataset has been used by many of researchers in making more predictions and analysis as well. The size of the dataset being small needs to get some additional data in order to increase its accuracy as well as reliability.
III. DATASET PREPARATION
A total of 1800 waste images are taken from the Stanford TrashNet Dataset [3] . The images are clicked on the white background and necessary pre-processing steps were done. We took 4 labels for classification i.e. Paper, Plastic, Metal, Glass as shown in Fig. 2 . A total number of 1302 local waste images are captured using the mobile phones for four classes of data. A total of 3102 images are used for analysis and classification of the waste. The data are approximately divided equally in four classes, which helps to reduce the skewness in the data. The total number of image data is represented in Table I . The next step after collecting the data is the pre-processing step needed for cleaning the data. Various pre-processing steps can be utilized in order to clean data and make it ready to feed into the network. The real world data is random and has much noise. The feeding of image data into the network without performing the initiative step of data pre-processing would reduce the performance of the network. 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Transfer Learning
Deeper neural networks are more difficult to train due to necessity of high computation power. Due to the reason, we have used pre-trained model which was trained on ImageNet Dataset. As the number of images in our dataset are less and we have limited computational resources, transfer learning has been used in our system. Using transfer learning, the model seems to perform extremely well on our validation set after fine tuning the model. We have used various pre-trained model like ResNet [7] and VGG [8] to perform comparative analysis on those model. The losses and accuracy for each model are analysed properly. We have used ResNet18 architecture due to its better performance on our validation set. 
B. Image Preprocessing
One of the first steps is to ensure that the images have the same size and aspect ratio. Most of the neural network models assume a square shape input image, which means that each image needs to be check if it is as square or not, and resized appropriately. Initially the size of image was extremely large. The size of image ranged from (2000-4000) pixels which cannot be fed into the convolutional layers of deep CNN model. If large number of input dimension of image is taken, then the training time would take longer and there would be unnecessary parameters or features to be learned for image classification. Hence, the image was resized to 512 pixels from (2000-4000) pixel for the training process as shown in Fig. 4 .
The mean values for each pixels across all the training examples was visualized which gave underlying structure in the images and an understanding about the whole dataset. Data normalization [9] is an important step, which ensures that each input parameter (pixel for images) has a similar data distribution. Normalization thus makes convergence faster while training the network. Data normalization is done by subtracting the mean from each pixel and then dividing the result by the standard deviation. The distribution of such data resemble a Gaussian curve centered at zero. For image inputs, individual pixel value needs to be positive, so the scale of [0, 255] was used to scale the normalized data as shown in Table  II .
A number of 3102 images are not sufficient in order to train the neural network and get improved performance. We have done different types of image augmentation [10] like horizontal flip, random crop, zoom etc. to make variations inside the data so that it can generalize the unseen data accurately. The images after augmentation are shown in Fig. 5 . We have implemented our method using Pytorch framework. Training was done on an NVIDIA GTX 1050 with 768 CUDA cores. The training took approximately three hours. We trained across various pre-trained ImageNet Models and compare the metrics across each model. The feature extraction across images of various lightening, occlusion, illumination and resolution was performed. Then, after finetuning the model [11] , we get the best performance metrics using ResNet18.
A. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction process is performed to extract interesting features from new samples learned by a previous network. So, we used convolutional layer of pre-trained network, ran the new data through it, and then trained a new classifier on top of the model. In the feature extraction process, we extract features by unfreezing the last three convolutional layers of pre-trained network then added our fully connected layers and trained on our dataset.
B. Fine Tuning
After performing the feature extraction, another model reuse technique which is identical to feature extraction is used called fine tuning. All the layers except last layers are frozen and a custom layer was built in order to perform the classification. In the last layer, two linear layer were added with ReLU activation function and finally the Softmax activation function. Then the convolutional layer and newly added classifier are jointly trained which improved model performance after fine tuning.
C. Training
The dataset has been divided into two part before building the model. 80% of the total images are considered as the training images and remaining 20% images is considered as validating images. The training images are used to train the network. The validation image is a sample of data held back from training the model that is used to give an estimate of model skill while tuning models hypothesis. The evaluation of a model skill on the training dataset would result in a biased score. So, the model is evaluated on the held-out sample to give and unbiased estimate of model skill. So, on loading the dataset, 20% of the dataset is chosen as validation set to evaluate the model. The validation set is not used to train the data and only used to check model performance. Negative Log Likelihood loss function is used for determining the loss criteria. In the same way, Adam optimizer was used for optimizing the parameters with the learning rate of 0.001 to get the optimized minimum value using gradient descent technique. After training the model, accuracy was noted. In addition to models accuracy, the training loss and validation loss were also noted.
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Extraction of Feature Map
The feature map extraction part will be extremely important for well predicting of the images. Model building exhibits many layers, which extracts the features of the image while training.The features are extracted when the filters are convolved with the images after passing through each layers. Edges, Lines, parts of objects are extracted from the image Fig. 6 . Feature extraction on initial layers of CNN during initial stages of neural network for the actual classification as shown in Fig. 6 .
The filters used in the next layers extract more prominent features of the images after some extraction of primary features in initial layers of CNN, which help to distinguish the actual images properly as shown in Fig. 7 . The last layers of CNN also extract the features like deformable shape analysis for the prediction of image as shown in Fig. 8 . 
B. Comparative Analysis of Different Models
Comparison between several models strengths and weaknesses were clearly observed before finalizing which model should be used as to applicable standards. The final chosen model was ResNet18 to be deployed into the hardware to make some real time predictions in the system. 1) Performance on ResNet50 Fig. 9 . shows a consistent difference between the training and validation loss curve in the model. The training error was decreased consistently but the models generalization capacity was not very good. In short, the model can be understood as being too much dependent on the dataset for prediction than generalization. 2) Performance on VGG16 VGG16 model was observed characteristically similar to the ResNet50 as it also had capacity of representing more complex model than the prepared dataset required.
The loss curve was observed as overfitting since the training loss was observed to be around 0.2 and still decreasing as shown in Fig. 10 . However, the models validation did not improve with reduction in training loss. 
3) Performance on ResNet18
The ResNet18 model seem to be good after visualizing the accuracy of both training and validation. The condition of overfitting and under fitting did not occur significantly in the model. he training loss as well as validation loss was decreasing exponentially which conclude that the network is good for predicting the test image and perform the classification task. Fig. 11 . shows the number of epochs versus Loss value. The total number of epochs was taken 25 and the training and validation loss started to decrease initially. After some epoch, the loss was constant. It means that the model stop to learn from the corresponding epoch and start to saturate. The graph depicted that it was not necessary to run the model to train for many epochs more than five since the growth of the validation accuracy stopped after epoch 6. The validation accuracy seemed reasonable which showed that the model was neither overfitted nor underfitted as shown in Fig. 12 . 
C. Confusion Matrix
The confusion matrix in Table III . shows that paper are mostly classified correctly more than any other type of waste. In the confusion matrix, index of each row corresponds to a true label and the indices of each column denotes the predicted label. The color of each cell represents the probability of the prediction and the number appearing on each cell gives the occurrences of the prediction. The predicted label is equal to the true label which is represented by leading diagonal of the confusion matrix, while off-diagonal elements are those that are mislabeled by the classifier.The higher diagonal values of the confusion matrix indicate more correct predictions. The glass can be seen as being predicted as plastic frequently. The situation can be explained because the transparency present in glass and plastic can resemble them to be detected in each others class now and then. Regarding very low correct prediction rate of plastic is due to its variation in size, shape and color frequently. Most of the things that are visible around us are made from plastic. The metal has significantly higher degree of correct prediction due to the size of dataset. The dataset has incorporated metal scraps, metal cans and so on thereby representing most of the metal products that are seen around. The paper is also significantly seen as plastic because of the fact that they are similar, colored or not, sheet like appearance and often deceive humans as well. Through analysis via prediction matrix, the model has been found to have significant comparisons to human intervention and working. The features used by the model seem to be similar to human comparison between wastes since the confusion matrix shows confusion in those places that confuse humans as well.
The results show that the model showed mostly correct predictions. Fig. 13 . showed correctly classified and misclassified images on test data. The misclassification is mainly because of the underlying disturbance in the picture. The pictures down sampling had reduced the clarity for pictures. In addition, due to inherent similarity between paper and plastic, the model could not correctly predict such case. Fig. 13 . Some of the correctly classified and misclassified images VII. CONCLUSION Through this research, we obtained the accuracy above 87% and made the comparative analysis on the model we adapted to train our data. For this, we have been putting a continuous effort for getting better result for each evaluation metrics. Furthermore, we still have things to work on dataset and increase its number. Also, the performance of model can be improved further by increasing the number of images and fine tuning the model properly. The idea of waste classification can be used in recycling process of waste if the mode is reliable and more accuracte.
